KS2 – year 5 /6 Long term plan
Year Group:

5/6

Classes: 8/9

Topic

Year: 2018-2019
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Aztecs

Australia

Consett now and then

Voices in the park

Alternative story to the three little pigs

The eye of the wolf

Kensuke’s Kingdom

Maths

Number (number and place
value)
Number (addition and
subtraction)
Number (multiplication and
division)
statistics
measurement (perimeter, area and
volume)

Number (decimals, percentages and fractions)
Converting units
Ratio and proportion
Algebra

Properties of shapes
Position and direction
Investigations and statistics

Sentence
Level

Relative clauses
Relative pronouns
Colons for lists
Semi- colon within lists
Using synonyms and antonyms

Passive verbs
Brackets/dashes/commas for relative clauses
Modal verbs
Active and passive voice
Range of punctuation in ks2

Range of conjunctions
Fronted adverbials
Subordinated clauses
Punctuation within speech
Punctuation for parenthesis
Commas to clarify meaning
Subjunctive mood

English

Science

Evolution and inheritance

Living things and their habitats

The girl of ink and stars

Electricity

Animals including Humans

Computing E safety

Kodu Digital Literacy (checking
reliability of facts)
Publisher
Research using internet tools

R.E.

Working scientifically

E safety
Create a website in PowerPoint
Making strong passwords
Using paint to modify images

Why do people use ritual in their
lives

What is religion / what concepts do religion have in
common

What do gospels tell us about the
birth of Jesus

Why are good Friday and Easter Sunday important for
Christians
Charanga
Make you feel my love (y5)
Fresh prince of bell air (y5)
A new year carol (y6)
Happy (y6)

Light

Use cargo bot to develop algorithms
E safety
Publisher
Excel

What do we know about Christianity

Music

Charanga
Livin’ on a prayer (y5)
Classroom Jazz 1 (y5)
I’ll be there (y6)
Classroom Jazz 2 (y6)

Charanga
Dancing in the street (y5)
Reflect rewind and replay (y5)
You’ve got a friend (y6)
Reflect, rewind and replay (y6)

P.E.

Basketball
Circuits
Multi- sports
Hockey

Team games/ skills
Circuits
Gymnastics (y5)
Volleyball
Football (y6)

Dance (y5)
Tennis (y5)
Cricket (y6)
Gymnastics (y6)
Athletics
OA

History

Chronological events
Britain/ Aztec civilisation
Gods/goddesses
Traditions

Not this term (Geography)

Comparing the local area (past and
present)

Geography Not this term (History)

Locating landmarks on a map (6 grid reference)
Using an atlas
Comparing human and physical features in Australia and
the UK.

Google expeditions/ google maps

Art

Aztec masks
Aztec patterns
War armour
Fashion and jewellery

Aboriginal art (Pointillism)

Use a variety of media to depict the
historical local area.

Design and
Technology

Make an Aztec calendar
Clay pendants

Boomerang (plan, make and evaluate)

Giants boot (plan, make and evaluate)

MFL
French

On our way to school
Counting to 100

The planets
Describing colour
Reinforce alphabet

Beach scene
Compare colour and sizes
Describe what people are doing

SMSC

New beginnings
Getting on and falling out
E- safety (passwords, research,
rights, responsibilities)

Say no to bullying
Going for gold
E- safety ( online gaming, friends, privacy)

Good to be me
Relationships
E- Safety (Using mobiles safely,
cyberbullying)

